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Language learning approach revealedLanguage learning approach revealed

1.Motivation Over Innate Ability1.Motivation Over Innate Ability:
Genuine interest, perseverance, and
diligence outweigh innate talent in language
acquisition.
Success in language learning is more about
dedication and interest rather than inherent
linguistic abilities.
2.Active Engagement & Technical2.Active Engagement & Technical
KnowledgeKnowledge:
Utilize technical knowledge as a foundation
for language learning (e.g., translating
chemical patents).
3.Reading as Fundamental3.Reading as Fundamental:
Advocate active reading to encounter
linguistic phenomena frequently.
4.Books and monolingual dictionaries as4.Books and monolingual dictionaries as
Valuable ResourcesValuable Resources:
Highlight the value of books in deepening
language understanding through repeated
consultations.
5.Practice and Conversation5.Practice and Conversation:
Engage in conversations, including self-d‐
ialogue (autologue), for practical learning.
6.Tailored Learning & Effor6.Tailored Learning & Effort:
Tailor learning to specific needs and commit
regular, concentrated efforts.
7.Immersive Learning & Creative7.Immersive Learning & Creative
EngagementEngagement:
Adopt an immersive approach treating
language learning as a creative, exciting
endeavor.
Fluency and understanding arise best
through immersion and a playful attitude.
8.Personalized Learning & Teacher-Guided8.Personalized Learning & Teacher-Guided
ApproachApproach:
Personalize learning by focusing on
understood content and supplement teacher
guidance with personal methods.
9.Interest-Driven Reading & Contextual9.Interest-Driven Reading & Contextual
LearningLearning:
Stress the importance of reading texts that
genuinely interest the learner.
Emphasize contextual learning from plays,
novels, and dialogues.

 

Language learning approach revealedLanguage learning approach revealed
(cont)(cont)

10.Maintaining Native Language10.Maintaining Native Language
ConnectionConnection:
Highlight the significance of maintaining a
connection to one's native language for
language proficiency.

Strategies of a conference interpreterStrategies of a conference interpreter

Contextual Learning and ImmersionContextual Learning and Immersion:
Prioritize live speech, modern literary
works, and contextual understanding over
academic methods.
Immersion aids in better comprehension
and language acquisition.
Reading StrategiesReading Strategies:
Adopt a two-stage reading approach:
overall comprehension, followed by deeper
analysis.
Simplified literature versions are valuable
for language acquisition.
Pronunciation and Audiovisual ResourcesPronunciation and Audiovisual Resources:
Practice conscious pronunciation through
imitation and exposure to audiovisual
resources.
Balanced Skill DevelopmentBalanced Skill Development:
Recognize the interconnectedness of
reading, writing, speaking, and listening
skills.
Repetition and consistent effort are key to
effective learning.
Consistent Daily PracticeConsistent Daily Practice:
Commit to daily practice sessions, even
short ones, for better retention.
Adaptability and Maintaining EnthusiasmAdaptability and Maintaining Enthusiasm:
Switch studying methods if enthusiasm
wanes; opt for different learning approa‐
ches.
Learn within context rather than isolated
units.
Utilize Various Learning MethodsUtilize Various Learning Methods:
Write and use phrases in conversations.
Engage in impromptu translations for
entertainment.
Diverse Immersive ExposureDiverse Immersive Exposure:

 

Strategies of a conference interpreter (cont)Strategies of a conference interpreter (cont)

Engage with diverse sources like newspa‐
pers, radio, movies, technical papers,
textbooks, and native speakers.
Embrace Mistakes and Speaking PracticeEmbrace Mistakes and Speaking Practice:
Don't fear mistakes while speaking; ask for
corrections.
Maintain confidence and avoid self-blame
for difficulties.
Self-Assessment and PersistenceSelf-Assessment and Persistence:
Use a grading system to assess language
proficiency.
Persist consistently and overcome inhibi‐
tions caused by fear or native language
influences.

Parallel CorporaParallel Corpora

How to build parallel corpora with Lingtrain
Aligner
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